The Organizational Champion: How to Develop Passionate Change Agents at Every Level

By Mike Thompson

Tata McGraw-Hill Education Pvt. Ltd., 2009. Softcover. Condition: New. First edition. A new style of leader is emerging from the world’s most successful organizations. These dynamic men and women are driven by possibilities and absolutely committed to mutual values. Excited, creative, and alert, they are the new change makers. Imagine: an army of these outstanding leaders running your organization. The Organizational Champion is a priceless tool for enacting positive change through the use of an innovative new leadership model. Mike Thompson created the Organizational Champion philosophy to help such clients as Wal-Mart, P&G, Dillard’s, Tyson, VF Corporation, and J.B. Hunt enact positive change in their respective industries. Thompson now puts his proven leadership method to paper for the first time. The Organizational Champion will help you develop the personal foundations of solid, innovative leadership—from cognizance and self-awareness to trustworthiness and the ability to inspire. Grounding your leadership in these firm principles will fully prepare you to face the unprecedented challenges of today’s business landscape. As an organizational champion, you will:

* Build global brand trust
* Establish an industry edge
* Execute transformational change
* Inspire high-performance teams
* Drive organizational growth and value

The result of hundreds of interviews...

Reviews

Definitely among the finest book we have at any time read. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. Your lifestyle period will likely be transform once you total reading this article book.

-- Florence Batz IV

A fresh e-book with a brand new standpoint. Sure, it is play, nevertheless an interesting and amazing literature. Its been printed in an extremely straightforward way and it is just soon after i finished reading this pdf where in fact modified me, change the way in my opinion.

-- Deondre Hackett
See How It Works. The world's #1 eTextbook reader for students. VitalSource is the leading provider of online textbooks and course materials. More than 15 million users have used our Bookshelf platform over the past year to improve their learning experience and outcomes. With anytime, anywhere access and built-in tools like highlighters, flashcards, and study groups, it’s easy to see why so many students are going digital with Bookshelf. Over a million. The Organizational Champion is a helpful device for enacting confident switch throughout the use of a leading edge new management version. Mike Thompson created the Organizational Champion philosophy to assist such consumers as Wal-Mart, P&G, Dillard’s, Tyson, VF company, and J.B. Hunt enact confident swap of their respective industries. Thompson now places his confirmed management way to paper for the 1st time. Additional info for The Organizational Champion: How to Develop Passionate Change Agents at Every Level. Example text. Early success might either satisfy leaders or create a greater hunger, thereby A 28 WHAT DISTINGUISHES EXTRAORDINARY LEADERSHIP? altering their organizational plans. The Organizational. Champån How to Develop Passionate Change Agents at Every Level. MIKE THOMPSON. New York Chicago San Francisco Lisbon London Madrid Mexico City Milan New Delhi San Juan Seoul Singapore Sydney Toronto. The organizational champion. to realize new and necessary possibilities, developing instead Emily after Emily after Emily as excellent task managers. Satisfied with the status quo and unable to develop leaders who could push its growth and proability, the company drifted into irrelevance. This scenario is all too familiar in business today at a time when the need for more agile, innovative leadership is greater than ever before. A change champion is an individual who supports and champions a change that is impacting their organization or group. A change champion is often part of a network of change champions who represent the groups that will be impacted by any type of change including business change, climate change, economic change, cultural change, or other types of change. What is a Change Agent? How is an Agent Different from a Change Champion? A change management network of change champions and change agents is critical to any mid-to-large scale organizational, government or group change as it helps to increase awareness at the grassroots level, reduce resistance to the change, support leadership engagement, and provide a 2-way communication mechanism. The organizational champion by Mike Thompson, unknown edition Create organizational agility --. Ignite the possibilities --. What you can do to become an organizational champion --. The Promise of the organizational champion --. Unleashing the Organizational champion